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Climate change is happening …

in coastal areas…

in our cities…

on our grounds…

and adaptation is needed …

at our water bodies!

in our cities!

for us!
Learning to adapt – complex and innovative partnership

- 8 running projects
- 7 Member States
- 95 project partners
- September 2010 – June 2013
- ~ 880,000 EUR
Cooperating beyond the Cluster

- BalticClimate
- + C3 Alps
- dynaklim
Cross-project exchanges on 5 topics of mutual interest

1st Cluster Expert Board: 60 experts – 14 projects – 7 MS
Tangible outputs and first impacts

14 Climate Change Cooperation Projects

Cross-project exchanges
Cluster Expert Board
EU Clearing House Mechanism
Concrete investments

60 Tools & 45 Measures Discussion Paper – Knowledge Platform

Findings and Conclusions

EU / national policies and frameworks
From conclusions to recommendations

- Tools and Measures
- Cross-project exchanges
- Projects' main messages
- Externals
- EU / national policies and frameworks

Policy recommendations 2nd Cluster Expert Board Brussels, 25-26 June 2012

Sustainable, cost-efficient and good practice adaptation
Thank you very much for your attention!
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www.sic-adapt.eu